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SOLIDARITY AND POSSIBILITY:
DEFEATING THE BIG FISH
Human nature is often described as
self-interested, egotistical and insular,
where individuals do not have concern for
anything outside of the realm which directly
affects them. While it may seem logical and
prudent for everyone to put their heads
down and focus solely on their immediate
desires, this is not the way to achieving
positive and tangible change on any level.
The attitude described above leads to the
creation and intensification of dividing lines
among people that should otherwise be
unified.
For Armenians the need for solidarity
exists on three distinct levels: amongst
ourselves, with the struggles of our local
American communities and within the
sphere of transnational social issues and
persecuted minorities.
Armenians in general need to make a
much more earnest effort to communicate
and coordinate with one another; especially
regarding core national issues which are
inarguable. For far too long, divisive, skeptical
and outdated mindsets have laid obstacles,
preventing full cooperation. It’s high time we
realize the importance and value of every
active and motivated community member in
matters which really matter.
Furthermore, as a Diasporan
population we must mobilize ourselves to
get involved in local issues that impact the
areas which we inhabit—anything from
movements advocating environmental
consciousness to immigrant rights
movements and the fight against local
racism. Even in a diverse city like Los
Angeles, we see intolerant and xenophobic
sentiments expressed against Armenians.
Hearing radio show hosts joke about
“finishing what the Turks started”, or
reading columns by school teachers who
feel entitled to deride students for trying to
maintain their culture and help their
community, to experiencing a police
department riddled with chauvinistic
officers who stereotype and characterize
civilians, shows that our plight is not much
different from what Blacks, Hispanics,
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Asians or any other minority group have
gone through or continue to go through.
On a global level we must remind
ourselves that issues such as genocide,
oppressive labor practices and foreign
domination—which are issues that have
profoundly affected Armenians— affect the
entire human race and people from all walks
of life. We see that the same aggression carried
out against the Armenian people by Turkey
has also been repeatedly committed against
the likes of the Greeks, Assyrians, Kurds, and
even dissenting Turks. Thus, our call for justice
is part and parcel of this broader struggle to,
once and for all, put an end to the brutality of
the Turkish state. This naturally aligns our
cause with that of the Kurds. Of course, the
movement for recognition of the Armenian
Genocide has always been propelled by the
understanding that failing to recognize past
injustices will only contribute to history
repeating itself. Thus amplifying the urgency
with which we must speak out and take action
against the current genocide in Darfur, in an
effort to stop current and future atrocities.
When approaching Armenian issues
from these perspectives, one that draws
connections rather than divisions with other
peoples, you lay the groundwork for
solidarity and future collaboration. Such
collaboration is important not only for the
intrinsic moral value it wields but also for
the broader bases of strength it can help
build in achieving serious progress. The
pooling of resources and collective power
that is gained from coalition building should
never be underestimated. In addition,
allying with other groups has always been
one of the ways Armenian activists have
learned more about themselves and gained
valuable skills for pushing our own
movement forward.
Although we have a unique obligation
to, first and foremost, serve our community,
we also owe it to ourselves to stand with one
another and to stand with others struggling
against oppression.
Through solidarity we can prove the old
proverb, “big fish eat little fish” to be wrong.

ANOTHER WORLD
IS POSSIBLE
AN INTERVIEW WITH KHATCHIG DERGHOUGASSIAN
Khatchik DerGhougassian is a professor of International
Relations at the Universidad de San Andrés in Argentina, and a
Visiting Professor at the American University of Armenia in
Yerevan.
Since at least the 1970s, the world has been undergoing
a form of free-market economic integration commonly
referred to as neo-liberal globalization. What is the extent to
which Armenia itself has become
a part of this process since its
independence and what do you
feel have been its main impacts on
the country?
Armenia has fully embraced the
neoliberal model. As in Russia—
and, in fact, all of the former Soviet
republics—it applied the “shocktherapy” approach to liberalize the
economy and privatize everything.
In the immediate aftermath of
independence, more precisely
between 1991 and 1994, the
parliamentary faction of the
Armenian Revolutionary Federation
(ARF) argued for an alternative
approach, advocating for a gradual
liberalization and a central role for
the state in strategic decisions, as
well as healthcare, education and
social security. It was consistent
with the ARF’s other main objective
concerning the Constitution:
creating a parliamentary system
rather than the risk of concentrating
too much power within the hands
of the executive through a strong
presidency.
The debate ended with the crackdown on the ARF by the end
of 1994, a move that was necessary to open the way for the
implementation of the “shock-therapy” model and a strong
presidential system. The result has been a twofold concentration
of wealth: geographical and oligarchic/monopolistic. The central
perimeter of Yerevan is a developed urban zone with a high
standard of living, whereas the periphery of the city (not to mention

outside of Yerevan) is almost completely underdeveloped—
with here and there extravagant residences usually built by
the new capitalist class, Diaspora Armenians, or some wealthy
person living in Russia. This is the typical landscape of the
so-called “creative destruction” type capitalism which was
applied. And, indeed, as a consequence of the “shock-therapy”
style privatization, a small oligarchy has become virtually the
owner of the country.
The country’s economic
policy follows closely to the
orthodox guidelines of the
International Monetary Fund and
the World Bank, maintaining a
straight fiscal discipline. Social
concerns, including jobs, are
non-issues as the free-market
dogmatic belief is that growth is
the magical solution to every
challenge. The main objective of
the Central Bank of Armenia is
to ensure the flow of money, the
only bloodline for the economy.
This is broadly how Armenia
became “part” of neoliberal
globalization.
The tragic part is that once
the model had been implemented
successfully and structured the
economic system, no real critical
or alternative thought emerged.
It seems as if everyone accepted
it as the only possibility. Of
course, Armenia’s bubble
economy and double-digit—or at
least high-level—growth from
2002 to 2008 could have been the
main cause of this; while
certainly no one predicted its inevitable decline (if not crash),
at least not as strongly as to start formulating an alternative
approach and build consensus and public support. No one really
cared about the unfair income redistribution, the growing social
discontent, the precarious conditions in the job market, the
heavy dependence on remittances, the lack of value-added
production, and the despair of the educated youth seeking to
emigrate in hopes of finding a decent job and future.
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Moreover, when the global financial crisis broke in
September 2008, government officials in Armenia publicly
expressed their faith in the strength of the Armenian economy,
which was, supposedly, pretty well protected against the impact
of the crisis. We are now witnessing how the crisis is strongly
hitting Armenia and, yet, the measures taken to face the crisis
are exactly the same ones that are at the root of the current
debacle.
What sort of effect, if any, do you feel the current
process of globalization is having on the Armenian
Diaspora? How do you feel we can properly adapt to these
changes associated with globalization and move forward
more effectively into the 21st century?
The Diaspora has always been a global reality. Nevertheless,
up until the late 1980s, the dominant narrative of Diaspora
awareness was the conviction that, as the phenomenon did have
a start—the Genocide—then it necessarily should also have an
end—going back home. In this sense, I think that perhaps the
most important impact of globalization on the Diaspora has
been the emergence of a new Diaspora awareness based on a
different narrative; one that accepts this transnational reality as
a strong, and perhaps a strategically necessary one.
But I would say that globalization came as a later impact;
the reality of the Diaspora underwent a structural change earlier,
in the late 1970s and early 1980s, with the massive immigration
of Armenians from the Middle East—Lebanon, Syria and Iran—
to the West—Europe, Canada and the United States. This
“westernization” of the Armenian Diaspora gave a strong blow
to the old center-periphery frame of the Diaspora, whereas the
hope, or myth, of returning to the homeland vanished in the air
with the independence of Armenia.
We are still trying to rationalize this structural change.
We’ll see if anything practical will actually come out of it.
Over the last two decades, the world has also seen the
growth of an active global justice movement struggling
against the damaging effects of neo-liberalism. Participants
in this movement come together in gatherings such as the
World Social Forum (WSF) which you have participated on
behalf of the ARF. Can you tell us a little bit about your
experience at such gatherings, and why you think it is
important for Armenians to engage ourselves in this broader
global justice movement?
The interest for the WSF emerged during the ARF Bureau’s
July 2002 seminar in Yerevan aimed at designing and
implementing a socialist program in Armenia. But it wasn’t
until January 2005 that, for the first time, a joint Armenian
National Committee-Armenian Youth Federation delegation
with ARF and AYF members from Armenia, California,
Argentina and Brazil participated in the WSF in Porto Alegre,
Brazil. The following year, in 2006, a delegation from Argentina
and Brazil went to Caracas, Venezuela where the Forum was
planned to take place. AYF delegations also participated in
regional forums in the Americas and Europe.
The experience was very rich and important. Unfortunately,
we failed to reach the wider circles of the AYF and ARF to
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convince them about the importance of continuing such contact.
Nor were we able to create a space of our own in the WSF, despite
that in both Porto Alegre and Caracas the issues that we put
forward—Genocide, Karabagh and Javakhk self-determination,
social justice in Armenia, etc.—generated a great deal of interest
and received support from known intellectuals and militants.
This may be because the WSF is mostly a Global South
phenomenon—Latin America, Africa, some Middle Easterners,
and India/South Eastern Asia, with an important intellectual/
militant input from progressive sectors in Europe, Canada and
the US—and that Eastern Europeans and former Soviet Union
countries, including Armenia, find it too distant from a conceptual
perspective. It is a pity because the “other world” that the WSF
aims at is precisely where Armenia needs to see itself in order to
start thinking about a radical reform of its deeply unfair and
expulsive social order, the political institutions that perpetuate
and legitimize this order, and the economic infrastructure that
sustains and recreates it.
What can Armenian activists learn from mass
movements in Latin America, where we have seen in
recent years a rise in popular mobilization, empowerment of
marginalized groups, and electoral victories for candidates who
reject the policies of neo-liberalism?
The widely known “left-turn” phenomenon in South America
is a very rich and ongoing experience that Armenian activists
should study. They should study the way parties and social
movements built alliances, worked first to build a wide social
consensus for their program and then rose to power through a
vast majority vote; the way social safety nets were constructed in
order to face economic hardships after the collapse of the neoliberal
model; the way workers occupied abandoned industrial plants and
started to produce in a cooperative manner; the way private
multinational companies came under scrutiny for investment
promises they made but failed to accomplish; the way the doors
were shut to the IMF and its policies; the way private and public
capital created highly successful companies; the way the social
agenda received priority; the way nationalization stopped being
synonymous with failure; the way the power of the people stopped
the privatization of their country’s natural resources; the way zerohunger became an objective and food security programs were
designed and implemented. All of these and many other
developments have already generated a vast literature,
documentary movies, research programs and so forth that
Armenian activists should study to produce a critical/alternative
thinking about the dominant, and failing, neoliberal model.
The most important characteristic of the South American “leftturn” is the commitment to democracy. Change took place
peacefully, without military intervention, and without a call for
arms or revolutions as was usually seen in the past. It is the power
of the people that allowed South American leaders to implement
long-term radical reforms, the aim of which ultimately would be
to replace the dominant model of the Market Economy with the
alternative model of the Working Society.
Armenia needs a radical reform of its political, economic and
social system, including a constitutional shift to a parliamentary regime,
progressive taxation to promote wealth redistribution and laws
protecting jobs, insuring universal healthcare, education and social
protection; not some so-called “color revolution,” whatever that means.
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KURDS & ARMENIANS
FINDING COMMON CAUSE
By Serouj Aprahamian
On September 2, 1938 an editorial
appeared in the Hairenik Weekly
condemning the Turkish government’s
brutal crackdown of its Kurdish
population in Dersim. The editorial drew
the following link between the common
struggle for freedom waged by both
Armenians and Kurds:
“The case with the Kurds is a fight born
of desperation, similar to the stand of the
Armenians in 1918, a resistance which
takes into account neither numbers nor
odds. It is the natural instinct for selfpreservation and self-determination to
which all peoples aspire.”

famous quote, “Injustice anywhere is a
threat to justice everywhere.”
The other dimension for solidarity
hinges on a more practical political
calculation: the belief that by coming
together with others around a common
goal, one can help build a broader base of
power and improve social conditions.
Indeed, by pooling resources and
manpower, movements which are able to
collaborate with one another are logically
much more likely to achieve victories. The

liberation against despotic regimes. Such
groups included the Russians, Kurds,
Persians, Assyrians, Macedonians and even
ordinary Turks who suffered under the
Sultan.
Within the Armenian communities of
the Ottoman Empire, the Kurdish masses
stood out as an especially important group
to establish cooperation with. Like
Armenians, Kurdish peasants lived a
servile existence under Ottoman rule and
faced similar levels of exploitation. The

Such an expression of solidarity with
the Kurdish Cause was not an aberration
but, rather, a direct extension of the ARF’s
rich legacy of standing shoulder to
shoulder with all groups struggling
against oppression. Drawing such links
between other movements for social
justice and the Armenian Cause is an
important principle which deserves proper
attention, not only for its moral and
historical significance, but also for its
political implications in today’s context
of Hai Tahd activism.
Motivating Factors
There are two major underlying
aspects behind the principle of solidarity.
One is the moral aspect which considers
freedom to be a social, rather than mere
individual, pursuit. It is based on the belief
that one can only truly be free when
freedom becomes achieved for all others
around them as well; for how can one truly
be content and secure in their freedom if
they are surrounded by suffering and
injustice? This concept is perhaps best
captured in Martin Luther King Jr’s
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Mjo's Armeno-Kurdish fedayee group.

smaller a group or movement is, the more
central this consideration becomes in their
hopes for pursuing justice.
The ARF Legacy
In the history of the Armenian Cause,
both of these dimensions have played a role
in motivating initiatives to form bonds with
non-Armenian circles. From very early on
its existence, the ARF cultivated ties with
other peoples who similarly struggled for

ARF sought to explain that both peoples
had a shared interest in resisting Turkish
tyranny and the brutality of Kurdish
landowning chieftains.
Several early ARF World Congresses
passed decisions calling for the
establishment of relations with Kurds; the
pages of Droshak, the ARF’s official
publication, commonly featured calls for
peace with the Kurds; and fedayees such as
Ishkhan, Vartkes, Goms, Roupen, Kevork

Chavoush, Rosdom and many others made
attempts to build bridges with the Kurdish
working class. Although these attempts did
not bear full fruit, there were in fact a
handful of Kurds who were courageous
enough to go against their powerful chiefs
and join with the ARF in its struggle against
the Sultan. Kurdish figures such as Msto,
Valad Nuri, Kerpela Abbas, and Hamzeh put
their lives on the line and fought shoulder to
shoulder with Armenians. There was even
a mixed Armeno-Kurdish ARF group led by
the fedayee Mjo.
Nevertheless, the lack of a
revolutionary consciousness and
the grip of the feudal clan system
within the Kurdish community
served as an obstacle to broadbased collaboration. Many Kurds
succumbed to the divide and
conquer policies designed by the
Turkish state and participated in
the massacre of Armenians.
Following the Genocide,
however, as the Turkish government
turned its genocidal focus against the
Kurds, the ARF once again extended
a hand of harmony and collaboration
to the Kurdish people. Figures such
as Vahan Papazian worked to bring
Kurds together and help them
organize resistance against the
increasingly repressive policies of
Kemalist Turkey. Due to Papazian’s
efforts, a first-ever national Kurdish
league called Hoybun was formed in
Lebanon in 1927. ARF leaders such
as Garo Sassouni also allied in favor
of the Kurdish struggle and the ARF
officially raised the Kurdish issue at
meetings of the Socialist
International, beginning in 1925.
Securing Solidarity
Thus, as can be seen, attempts at
solidarity between Kurds and Armenians
persevered even in the face of past Kurdish
involvement in atrocities against
Armenians. This was due to the fact that
Kurds are a people whose fate has been
inextricably linked to that of Armenians.
Both have been victims of Turkish brutality
and have had their national rights denied.
Just as Turkish authorities once
viewed Armenians’ call for equality and

democracy as a “threat” to their empire,
Ankara today interprets the Kurdish
people’s demand for basic human rights
as meaning “separatism.” Just as the
Ottoman authorities refused to recognize
the national identity of Armenians and
called them “Christian Turks,” the Kurdish
people have had to fight Turkey’s attempts
to officially classify them as “Mountain
Turks.” Just as they once did to Armenians,
the Turkish government continues to
suppress the language, history, and identity
of Kurds; ransacks their schools and

cultural monuments; bans their political
parties and newspapers; pillages their
towns and villages; terrorizes their families
and children; subjects Kurds to a policy of
Turkification; and attacks their human
rights workers and journalists.
There is no better example of the
horrific consequences of allowing
Turkey to get away with the Genocide
than what is happening today to the
Kurds. Allowing a crime to go

unpunished only tells the criminal that
they can get away with the same crimes
over and over again. We see this very
clearly today in the case of Turkey’s
policy toward the Kurds.
In this sense, there is a moral
imperative to show solidarity with the
Kurdish people’s struggle. At the same
time, there is a tactical imperative to form
cooperation with all those who share an
interest in putting an end to Turkey’s
inhumanity. The strength of all
movements demanding justice from
Turkey would be amplified if such
diverse groups came together
around their mutual points of
concern. Not doing so would only
serve the interests of the Turkish
state and continue the divide-andconquer policy it has so long
pursued.
In addition, as has been
pointed out by academic Bilgit
Ayata,
dialogue
between
Armenians and Kurds has the
potential to serve as a
counterweight
to
the
counterproductive approach being
pushed on the state level between
Turkey and Armenia. Instead of
succumbing to Turkey’s imposition
of dominance under the guise of
T u r k i s h - A r m e n i a n
‘reconciliation,’ Armenians should
seek common cause with the
Kurdish people and ask themselves
how there can ever be genuine
friendship with a country that still
systematically oppresses over 20%
of its own population.
Although there have been
many disappointments and
negative experiences in the
ARF’s attempts to form coalitions
with other struggles, there have also
been many positive achievements.
Indeed, some of the instances of
collaboration with other liberation
movements have undoubtedly formed
one of the most remarkable chapters in
ARF history. In this light, the benefits
of collaboration should continue to be
pursued, albeit carefully and with the
vigilance that ensures that the rights of
Armenians are never made expendable.
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IN MEMORY OF THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE OF 1915 :
A KURDISH PERSPECTIVE
On April 24, 2009, the annual Armenian Genocide
commemoration took place at the Georgia State Capitol. Over
100 Armenian Americans and anti-genocide activists were in
attendance for the commemoration, which coincided with the
issuing of proclamations by Georgia’s Governor and Atlanta’s
Mayor honoring the victims of the Armenian Genocide.
Featured speakers and guests at the event included Mrs.
Carolyn Young—speaking on behalf of her husband, civil rights
leader and former US Ambassador to the UN, Andrew Young—
as well as Emory University Professor, Dr. Julieta StepanyanAbgaryan and ANC Georgia Chairman Sarkis Agasarkisian.
On hand were also members of the Kurdish American
community of Atlanta. The following is a transcript of remarks
offered at the commemoration event by Ara Alan, Secretary
General of the Kurdish Youth Club and Director of the Kurdish
Cultural Center in Atlanta, GA.
We are gathered today on April 24th to commemorate the
souls lost during the Armenian Genocide. We are gathered to
deliver the cries of help from those who were silenced in 1915
by the Ottoman Turks. I would like to take a moment to
remember all the victims of genocide across the 20th century; a
century that has been darkened with their blood and silenced
by our disregard.
Ottoman Turks led the way into the twentieth century by
committing the first act of genocide. Their example was followed
by many more, such as the Holocaust in Germany, Pol Pot in
Cambodia, Rwanda, Kosovo and the notorious Anfal campaign
by Saddam Hussein in Iraqi-Kurdistan.
I come and stand with our friends, the Armenians, because
I understand your cause. I understand what it means to have
genocide committed against you. I look to you with inspiration
and pride. I wonder will our next generation be as courageous as
you are. Like your grandparents, the crime of genocide has been
committed against us, as well.
In Iraq, in the name of purification of a country, thousands
of Kurds were taken from their villages and murdered in the
deserts south of the country. This operation of genocide was
name Anfal. Chemical weapons were used in this operation by
Saddam Hussein. He used such illegal weapons to help scare
and kill innocent villagers. They were used as a tool to round up
the people.
Using strategic military planning, the Iraqi Army would
attack a region in Kurdistan from three or more fronts. They
would leave only one opening for the people to escape. Doing so,
the Army would force the residents of the many villages in that
region to congregate in one location. From there the villagers
would be rounded up, shipped to concentration camps and
systematically killed.
The Anfal genocide started in 1988 but it is without an end.
The gassing during Anfal has acted as a mutagen and caused the
DNA of its victims to change. According to the Health Minister
of the Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG), the ratio of
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patients with cancer in the gassed populations is 5:1 when
compared to non-gassed populations.
Many of the little girls exposed to the gassing in 1988 today
give birth to children with down-syndrome or still-birth and they
have very high rates of miscarriage; some have even become
completely infertile. Incidents of breast cancer are much higher
today in Kurdistan and cases of breast cancer are much more
aggressive than in other countries, with a higher likelihood of death.
As result of the gassing many Kurds are dying today. Many
are paralyzed, handicapped, blinded or bedbound. Many babies
from the new generation are born with genetic diseases that result
in their death or a life that is dependent on medical care, which is
almost non-existent where they are born. In this way, the Kurdish
genocide continues today into post-Saddam Iraq.
Dr. Gregory Stanton, President of Genocide Watch, has
categorized genocide into eight stages. He has done so to help the
international community use these stages as indicators and a
warning sign of upcoming genocides. Strangely enough all
genocides follow these eight stages.
They all start with classification of the target group, followed
by symbolization, then dehumanization, organization, polarization
of the society, preparation, actual extermination in the seventh
stage—and then denial in the eighth.
It might come to you as a surprise; why would denial be part
of genocide? According to Genocide Watch, denial is among the
surest indicators of further genocidal massacres.
The perpetrators of genocide dig up the mass graves, burn
the bodies, try to cover-up the evidence and intimidate the
witnesses. They deny that they committed any crimes, and often
blame what happened on the victims. In short, denial is a sign of
justification of genocide and accepting it is a method of governance.
Turkey’s 94 years of denial policy should come as an alarm to
the international community. The denial of the Armenian
Genocide of 1915 was followed by the Dermis massacre in 1937. In
a similar fashion to the Armenian Genocide, and with the exact
same justification, 78,000 Kurds were massacred in that city in
Turkey. The denial policy once again allowed Turkey to destroy
over 4000 Kurdish villages in the 1990s.
Just like the Ottoman Turks greeted the twentieth century
with stains of genocide, our twenty-first century already has a stain:
Darfur. Darfur stands tall, as a symbol of our failure to learn from
previous genocides and our tolerance for genocide denial.
Genocides do not occur because one race of humanity is
superior to the other. They don’t occur because one nation has
the right to eradicate another or that one religious view or political
ideology is superior above those different from it.
Genocide occurs when one group appoints themselves as
superior and the world turns a blind eye. Genocide occurs because
we let it. Our silence is the fuel that genocide perpetrators use to
burn the bodies and hide the evidence.
Let us not be silent… let us speak and condemn… let us bring
those that deny to acceptance.

THE DARK SIDE OF YOUR
By Nanor Aghamal
We have all seen innocent looking chocolate
commercials with adorable kids laughing and having a
good time while enjoying their chocolate bars. Some
brands are represented by bunnies, some with oversized
M&Ms, and some are so famous that they are known
worldwide—brands such as Hershey, Mars and Nestle.
Although they are competing brands they have a couple
of things in common: they’re most definitely delicious,
and they have one dark secret—CHILD LABOR.
To give a brief overview, chocolate is made from cocoa
beans which come from the cacao tree; without these
seeds chocolate as we know it would not exist. So, where
do these companies get their cocoa beans from? The
answer for the most part is Ivory Coast. This leads to the
most important question: how does Ivory Coast collect
its cocoa beans? Ivory Coast (or Cote d’Ivoire) has one of
the largest child labor systems and largest cocoa bean
farms; 43% of the world’s cocoa beans come from there.
One would never guess the irony, and inhumanity,
behind these companies. Their largest targets are kids,
yet the ones doing the hardest manual labor are children
as well.
These children work in horrendous conditions
providing the main ingredient of the chocolates that
children around the world consume. They are under
atrocious conditions and suffer from extreme abuse. From
one end of the world to the other, the knowledge and
whereabouts of where these products are derived from
are ignored.
Children as young as the age of nine are trafficked
into cocoa farms (with up to 15,000 children in each farm)
and are forced to work there with very little pay or in most
cases with no pay at all. So why do we continue to support
them and buy their products?

SWEET TREAT

The main way to fight back is to spread awareness and
to boycott such companies that use child labor to get ahead.
It will be hard to give up these chocolates, but the good
news is that chocolates from stores such as Trader Joes,
Whole Foods and some Target brands are free of child slave
labor.
Ivory Coast is not the only source of cocoa seeds;
however, it is the main one. The other sources are from
Nigeria, Ghana and Cameroon and according to UNICEF
these sources also have children who do the hard labor of
picking the cocoa beans. Although most people assume that
slavery no longer exists in the 21 st century, numerous
investigative reports suggest that the number of slaves at
present is the highest it has ever been. UNICEF reports that
nearly 700,000 women and children trafficked yearly.
Although these companies have been confronted about
their questionable practices, they have not made the effort
to change it—claiming that they do not own the farms and
therefore do not deserve the blame or responsibility. What
they do not comprehend is that they are the largest
supporters of these farms, with the consumers of their
chocolate second in line.
Most consumers do not know this dark side of these
companies. As a result, it is up to those who are aware to
do their task and take action by spreading the news.
Nanor Aghamal is a senior at Hoover High School and an
AYF Nanor Krikorian Scholar. Her above article was
selected as the winning submission in the 2009 Haytoug
High School Essay Contest.
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KURDISH ACCOUNTS OF
Kurdish Accounts of the Armenian
Genocide
The following interviews with Kurds in
Anatolia were conducted for the
documentary film “The Armenian
Genocide,” directed and produced by
Emmy Award-winning, producer Andrew
Goldberg of Two Cats Productions
(www.twocatstv.com).
The documentary featured short segments
of some of these interviews and excerpts
later appeared for the first time in their
entirety in the Armenian Weekly
(www.armenianweekly.com).
Given the rare insight these interviews
offer into the perspective of present day
Kurds living on the lands Armenians were
murdered and forced from during the
Genocide, the Haytoug editorial team felt
it was important to reprint for our readers
segments of the feature as originally
published in the Armenian Weekly.

what I have seen. What my parents were
talking about was genocide: genocide of
Armenians. The government ordered the
genocide and the Mullahs made decrees
in the mosques approving the killing of
the Christians, and so, besides the army,
the civilians also did the killing. This is
according to my father and people of his
time. I mean, it is what they were saying.
I mentioned the ones who became
Muslim, they became Muslims out of fear.
And the Muslims would marry them. Not
the men, the women.
Menushehr was my friend. She used to tell
me about the genocide. Said, they would
chain people in groups called “Armenian
chains.” Twenty to thirty per group, they
would blindfold them and shoot them
into mass graves.
Of course if the government finds out it
will put us in trouble. It is doing it to us

in the air and let them fall onto their
swords. The swords would pierce them
or cut them in half. It was savagery. I
haven’t seen it with my eyes but we have
been told.
Question: Will Turkey admit to the
Armenian genocide?
A couple of days ago I listened to the
Europeans [on the news]. They said the
Turks and the Kurds too, not just the
Turks, because the Kurds also had a part
in the genocide, should ask for apologies
from the Armenians. And that is fair. We
should ask for apologies.
I will tell you what my father told me
(my father is dead now). He was
involved in it; he killed Armenians. He
participated in the genocide. In our
region we had 10 to 15 Armenian

***
Interviewee: Emin
Question: What have your parents
told you regarding the Armenian
genocide?
My father and my mother talked about it.
For instance, there was Menushehr. The
Muslims had married her. She was saying
it wasn’t simply killing, it was genocide.
They killed about 1.5 million Armenians.
Menushehr told me that, later, she became
Christian again; she had become Muslim
out of fear and bore three children. The
ones who lived in the Mazidare and Dairik
regions were all Armenians. They were the
largest population in the area. They were
killed and thrown in mass graves. People
used to go, myself too, to scavenge for gold
among their bones, for gold-plated teeth.
I mean, when old people and our parents
talk about it, they tell the facts. Half a
million Assyrians and 1.5 million
Armenians were lost or killed at that time.
That is what I can tell you.
Question: How old were you when
you were looking for golden teeth in
the mass graves?
I was eight, nine. I was in school. In 1938,
we would search the bones for gold. That is
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A Kurdish shepherd in Van.

Kurds anyway. We are not historians but
what we know cannot be denied: There
was a genocide on them [Armenians]. Like
the mass killing in Halabja [referring to
the gassing of Kurds in Iraq by Saddam
Hussein’s regime]. Can anyone deny the
fact? With the chemical attack 5,000 were
killed in a second. This is a genocide.

villages. They either became Muslims
or were killed.
***
Interviewee: Heleem
Question: What have your
mother, grandmother told you
regarding the genocide?

They didn’t use chemicals but used guns
and swords. The woman [Menoshehr]
told me they would throw the babies up

My grandfather talked about our
neighbors who had seen terrible times.
There was a village close to ours called

THE ARMENIAN GENOCIDE
Akrak. An Armenian village. They take them
[the villagers] to another village called
Chukhrek and slaughter them all and throw
them in a grave. A boy had survived; his
throat had a scar from the knife. He said,
“They came and took us in the night, they
started slaughtering us and throwing the
bodies on top of each other. I slipped from
underneath the pile.”
He said, “I made it back home. My
grandmother, who was 70 years old, was left
behind, asked who I was. I told her it is me,
Grandma. She said ‘How did you survive?’
I said, ‘I just did, I don’t know how.” I mean,
there are so many situations. I met a woman
in Sultan Sheikhmoose, a village in
Mazidare. She was Armenian in origin but
turned Muslim. She said, Lad, we didn’t
know a word of a Muslim verse, we
submitted to Islam but they still killed a lot
of us. The killing had nothing to do with
faith, they killed us because we were
smarter, more knowledgeable, good
businessmen, civilized.
Because of that they were seen as a potential
danger and so were subjected to genocide.
They made decrees that killing Armenians
was a duty, killing them was a virtue, that if
you kill an X number of Armenians, the
doors of hell will become the door of
Heaven. Due to their naivete and ignorance,
people started killing the Armenians, took
their young girls and made them their wives,
took their belongings. Meanwhile, the poor
Armenians were telling them, “Don’t do it,
today it’s our turn, tomorrow will be yours.”
Question: Do you see Turkey
admitting to or doing something
about the genocide?
They deny it. They say they [the Armenians]
have done it. That is strange. Even a child
can tell you they are being dishonest. It is
not something you can hide. The Armenians
lived here and they are still here.
***
Interviewee: Mehmet
All the orchids and gardens in Dairike, the
marble homes, all belonged to the
Armenians. The orchids, the olive farms, etc.
They left and now it is in our hands. It is
their land and their property. They are now
out in Istanbul, in Europe or Damascus and
we are feeding on their property. I am sure

they will find proof of ownership in the
old records. There is a village, I forgot the
name, Khanoke, the land there all belongs
to them but now other villagers are using
it. They weren’t harming anyone, but the
government started killing them. There
is a gorge called “Christian Gorge.” It is a
deep gorge, where part of the genocide
took place. They killed the people and
threw them in the gorge. Right on those
mountains, they would grab small kids,
6 months old, 1 year-olds, they would
grab their arm and throw them into the
gorge. Meanwhile they [the Turks] deny
doing that.
Question: Throwing people like
that to their death is barbaric. Tell
us more about their monstrosity.
The monstrosity was committed by the
government. When the republic was
established they began doing it. They were
also committing it during the Ottoman
times. The genocide wasn’t only here. It
was all over the country, or wherever
there were Armenians.
Question: What does the Turkish
government say about the
genocide, and are they telling the
truth?
It says it’s a lie and there is no such a thing.
How could they deny such a fact, I don’t
know. The whole world is aware of it. To
deny it is viscous in itself. They killed the
Kurds and the Yezidis, too, not just the
Armenians. They are barbarians.
Question: It has been nearly 100
years since the genocide. How do
you feel about it or when you
remember it now?
[He cries.] I am still under the
grievance. The stuff our grandfather
told us, I am still hurt by it. Where is
humanity? When you ask me these
questions my inside is shaking. We
were like brothers. Our parents and
grandparents were the same. We had
no differences and we had the same
enemy. What else can I say?
***
Interviewee: Farqin
Many situations like that and a lot of
mass killings took place at that time.

The village we visited belonged to
Christians. There were 300 Christian
households. When I was young, I
would go to the village, about 25
years ago. There were brass works
done there. They were making pots
and pans from brass. It used to be the
work of the Christians. There were
300 families. They all moved out and
escaped in one night. They say that
they put their valuables in pots and
buried them in the ground. They told
the Kurds, We trust you with our
homes and property. If we return give
them back to us. If we don’t return
then
keep
everything.
My
grandmother Aysha would tell us
they didn’t believe the Christians
could move out so swiftly. In the
morning, we saw that the village was
empty. She said they sat there and
cried. Why did they leave? Why was
there a genocide? Who did it? Did the
republic do it? It happened before the
republic was formed. They [the army]
told the clerics to tell the masses that
whoever kills the Christians will go to
heaven.
Question: But the government
policy at that time was to kill the
boys and spare the girls.
It was like that. They had two boys
and one girl. There were also rumors
that there was an epidemic that killed
them, but in reality, as you said, the
boys were killed and the girls were
saved for marriage. When they would
capture them in groups and kill them
the way the Nazis killed the Jews in
the concentration camps, they would
tie them up with ropes, take them to
Zere and kill them en masse. The
attractive women were spared. The
rest were killed.
Question: What does the
Turkish government say about
the genocide, and are they
telling the truth?
My grandmother is proof. Not only
Turkey but if a hundred other nations
deny it, I wouldn’t believe them. Go
see Capson Valley. How could I
believe the government? Go ask
anyone in our district and they will
tell you about the genocide of the
Christians.
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A3s Kardezow gu Gorsovis
A3s wyr]in darova3 me] Ha3asdani ardakin
ka.akaganov;yan himkyru ov=cin xnxovmi yn;argovyxan1
2008 Mard !6i dqovr tebkyru5 dndysagan dacnabi
jn,ovmu yv cyrbydov;ivnnyrov ,ahyrov paqovmu Gowgasi
wyrapyryal Ha3asdani ka.akagan jgovnov;ivnu san2yx
yv sdibyx za3n a-nyl wdancavor ka3lyr orovn hydyvanknyru
dagavin 3sdag [yn pa3x aztyxov;ivnn arten zcali e
poloris1 Anyryvaga3yli [e or a3s ahavor /anrov;yan dag
Yryvani gyxova/ku oro, harxyrov ,ovr] ‘a’gana31 Saga3n
a3n harxyru or azca3in ,ahyrov gabova/ yn5 0rinag`
Ha3asdani dara/knyrov ampo.]aganov;ivnu (nyra-yal
Arxaqu) gam My/ Y.y-ni jana[man yv hadovxman cor/
un;axu5 yrpyk garyli [e =amanagavor t=ovarov;ivnnyr
my.maxnylov hamar sagargov;yan a-arga3 unyl1 Abril
24-i naq0ryagin dy.i ovnyxa/ anagngali zarcaxovmu
abaxovxyx or ba,d0nagan Yryvanu a3s no3n sgzpovnkow
[\a-a]nortovir1 Yrp o.] ha3ov;ivnu` a,qarhin meg /a3ren
min[yv mivsu5 zpa.ova/ er po.oki xo3xyr yv ocygo[man 2y-
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nargnyr gazmagyrbylow Ha3asdani ardcor/naqararu
sdoracryx hama2a3nacir a3n bydov;yan hyd or o[ mia3n
gu myr=e xy.asbanov;yan iro.ov;ivnu a3l g\a,qadi anor
jana[man haga-ag1 Arte0k i|n[n er a3nkan ,dab ov
hrama3agan or min[yv Abril 27 sbasyl angaryli er1
T=paqdapar
:ovrkio3
hyd
hama2a3nov;yan
manramasnov;ivnnyru xart ca.dni gu mnan` yryvo3; mu or
bedk e qisd mdahoci[ ulla3 myr polorin orowhydyv y;e
hama2a3nov;ivnu isgabes ,ahapyr ullar Ha3asdani ga-awarov;ivnu bidi 0cdacor/er za3n =o.owovrtin a-]yv inkzink
artaraxnylov1 Bydov;ivnu novazaco3n lovsapanov;ivnnyru
dalov isg gu t=ovarana3 yv ir =o.owovrten go3r havadk gu
bahan]e7 an myr go3r havadkin ar=ananalov yrgar jampa3
ovni5 manavant yrp 3i,ynk Mard !6u1
Naqacahi undrov;yan un;axkin larova/ m;nolord
mu dira/ er Yryvani me]1 A3t m;nolordi artivnkn er
Mard !6i dy.i ovnyxa/ g-ivnyru ka.akaxinyrov yv
osdiganov;yan mi]yv or das zoh qlyx1 A3s tebku yrp

tidova/
bydov;ivnnyrov
gam
mi]azca3in
gazmagyrbov;ivnnyrov agnoxow Ha3asdani ka.akagan
anga3ovnov;ivnu 3a3dnapyryx yv anor wargu ipryv ga3ovn
cor/ungyr ‘jaxav1 Y;e a-a] Adrbe3janin g\usein
8Dy4s Ha3asdani 3a-a]axa/ ka.akagan m,ago3;u yv
‘or2e unt0rinagyl za3n orbeszi garynank avyli 0covd
pyryl 2yz9 a3lyvs 8Ha3asdanin nman qa3da-ag [\ullak9
usylov yn1 A3s dysagi wyrapyrmovnki a-]yv norundir
naqacahn5 ow or al ullar5 mi]azca3in cydni wra3
inkzink dgar bidi zcar yv a-a]in cor/u bidi ullar
0darnyrovn m0d a3t dbavorov;ivnu pary’oqyl1
Ha3asdanu niv;agan 0=antagov;ivn gu sdana3 mi kani
yrgirnyre` my/ mas mu Amyriga3en5 2006-in 326 milion
dolar sdaxav yv a3t 0=antagov;yan ba3mannyren megu
a3n e or undrov;ivnnyru a-anx qaqdovmnyrow gadarovin1
Kani or undrov;ivnu mi]azca3in [a’ani,nyrov
[havasaryxav AMNu sba-nax bagas covmarnyr .rgyl1
Bedk e n,yl or Ha3asdanu` paqtada/ a3l yrgirnyrov5
AMNen ,ad 0cnov;ivn gu sdana3 manavant yrp ha,ovi
a-nynk pnag[ov;yan ;ivu or 2006-in m0davorabes 3 milion
er1 Hydyvapar sba-naliku qisd lr]ov;yamp untovnovyxav
i,qanov;yan go.men yv cor/i anxan a3t megu
[\iraganaxnylov1 Sarcsyanu arten darpyr a-i;nyrow
hantiba/ e ardacin cor/yrov kardov.ar Klin;unin
hyd yv mi kani ancam hy-aq0sa3in zro3xnyr ovnyxav
‘oq6naqacah Ba3dunin hyd1 Ko[aryanin aden AMN
a3skan hydakrkrov;ivn [xovxapyryx1 A3s ,’ovmnyru
AMN6ovn ka.akaganov;yan nor warkaci/u gu ;ylatre`
a3n or m0den cor/agxylow avyli tivrin bidi ulla3
aztyxov;ivn ovnynal1 A3sbes` Mard 16i tebkyren
dgaraxa/ yv AMN6ovn ov,atrov;yan avyli my/ mas cravo.
Sarcsyanu gu ‘or2e cyrbydov;ivnnyrovn cohaxnyl
orbeszi anonk naqundryn ir i,qanov;ivnu5
=o.owrtawarov;yan harxyr [par2raxnyn yv ,arovnagyn
niv;agan 0=antagov;yan /racirnyru1
Min[yv anxyal ama- Ha3asdanu amen dari
dndysagan aj ar2anacryx ;eyv my/ masu Yryvan
gytronaxa/ er1 Saga3n a3s 3a-a]timov;yan badja-u
tov-sen yga/ nyrtrovmnyrn er1 Orowhydyv a3t nyrtrovmnyru
no3n ;a’ow [en ,arovnagovir dndysov;ivnu no3n ;a’ow
[\ajir1
Ga-avarov;ivnu hancacor/ov;yan yv
,inararov;yan ungyrov;ivnnyrovn bardki tram dale ydk
sdibova/ y.av inku bardkyr wyrxnyl1 Ha3asdanin
hnaravorov;ivnnyru sahmana’ag gu mnan kani or
,r]a’agovmi yn;argova/ e1 Usd janabarha3in kardezin
:ovrkian hama2a3na/ e ‘ag sahmanu panal a-anx
naqaba3mannyrov1 Barz e or :ovrkyru sahmanu panalov
trtabadja- [\ovnin5 irynx dndysov;ivnu Ha3asdani
dndysov;yan m0davorabes 40 ancamn e` ardatrov;yan
a-ovmow5 yv Ha3asdanu masnavor dndysagan a-avylov;ivnnyr [\ovni or :ovrku garyna3 0cdovil anonxme1
A3sdy. Ha3asdanu avyli ,ahylik ovni7 sahmani paxovmow
Ha3asdani gaqova/ov;ivnu Wrasdanen gu novazi yv
gynsagan abranknyrov nyrmov/ovmi nor jampanyr gu

paxovin1 Pa3x a3t usyl [e or sahmani paxovmen ydk yrgiru
anba3man parylavman yrgar ,r]an bidi ovnyna31
Ha3asdanu gu da-abi dndysagan hivantov;ivne orovn
tarmanu sahmani paxovmu [e1 Ga,a-kn ov go.obovdu
Ha3asdani parcavajman clqavor arcylknyrn yn1
Myna,norhov;yan co3ov;ivnu oro, asbareznyre nyrs
paxasagan aztyxov;ivn g\ovnyna3 dndysov;yan wra3
orowhydyv mrxagixnyrov [co3ov;yamp ,ovgan garo.ov;ivnu
[\ovni ango.mnagix ar=yvorovm dal lavaco3n abranku
howanavorylow1 Bydov;ivnu avyli ]ank ;a’a/ e sahmani
paxman qntrin ,ovr] kan azad ,ovga3i sdy./man anor
zarcaxman yv garcavorman qntrin ,ovr]1 Saga3n xavalin
hydyvyaln e` Ha3asdanu :ovrkian jn,ylov mi]ox [\ovni1
Ha3asdani ga-avarov;ivnu inkzinku t=ovar
gaxov;yan madna/ e1 An hama2a3na/ e cor/un;axi mu
orovn artivnku irme gaqyal [e1 Ba,d0nagan Yryvanu
gabyr hasdadylov badrasdagamov;ivnu 3a3dnapyra/
e ovremn a3lyvs :ovrkio3 gu mna3 sahmanu panal ;e [panal1
Sarcsyanu 3a3darara/ e or y;e min[yv 3a]ort
Ha3asdan6:ovrkia fov;boli qa.u sahmanu [paxovi ovremn
ink :ovrkia [\yr;ar qa.u an2nabes tidylov5 gar/ys ;e
ir paxaga3ov;ivnen :ovrkyru gu dov=en1 I,qanov;ivnu
hamozova/ e or janabarha3in kardezi girargman
badasqanadovov;ivnu :ovrkio3 gu badgani1 A3t megu
ji,t e5 :ovrkian sahmanu ‘agyx ovremn mia3n :ovrkian
grna3 sahman panal1 Pa3x in[bes ki[ a-a] usi5 :ovrkian
sahmanu panalov ajabaranki me] [e1 An g\ovze a,qarhin
xo3x dal or Ha3yrovn hyd q0sagxov;yan anxa/ e yv ovri,
yrgirnyrov mi]amdov;ivnu a3t myr2yxman wnasagar e1
Ovri, q0skow an a,qarhin ;ylatra/ e or Ha3ox
Xy.asbanov;yan wyrapyro. harxyru mo-nan orowhydyv
Ha3yrovn hyd bidi lov/yn polor a-gaq qntirnyru1 Miag
lav manramasnov;ivnu a3n e or kani or artivnku :ovrkyren
gaqyal e y;e sahmanu [paxovi Ha3assdanin [en grnar
my.atryl1 :ovrkyru gu ‘or2yn harxu gabyl Ar2aqi
hagamardov;yan qa.a. lov/man` i ,ah xy.agix
Adrbe3janin1 A3=m MAG6i abahowagan qorhovrti
adynabydov;ivnu sdan2na/ yn yv Ar2aqi harxu bidi
‘or2en a3tdy. par2raxnyl1 #a-a]iga3 amisnyrovn
un;axkin Ha3asdanin wra3 jn,ovm bidi avylna31
A3s mardahrawernyrovn timax iravovnk [\ovnink
yd ka,ovylov1 :eyv ,adyrs i,qanov;yan a-a/ ka3lyren
w,daxa/ ynk5 bedk e or Ha3asdanin 0cnov;yan hasnink1
AMN6ovn me] Ha3asdanen avyli ka.akagan ov= ovni
amyrigaha3ov;ivnu yv a3t ov=u bedk e cor/a/e ha3anbasd
ka.akaganov;ivn zarcaxnylov Amyriga3i bydov;yan m0d1
A3s gu n,anage Amyrigaxi ka.akacednyrovn antatar
3i,yxnyl or :ovrkian gu [ara,ahi zirynk ha3adyax
/racirnyrov my.sagix tar2nylow yv Amyriga3in tirku ipryv
havasarag,-ova/ cyrbydov;ivn aradavorylow1 Himnagan
e 3i,yl or mynk myr ba3karu yrgar ,ovn[i wra3 gu danink
yv a3t jampovn wra3 qo[untodnyrov pazmov;ivnu agngalova/
e5 myzi gu mna3 mia3n ,r]anxyl zanonk1
- _azmig Harovn
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THE ART AND THE ARTIST

VAHE BERBERIAN
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It was my usual Thursday
afternoon. I was at work about to go
home when I received a text message
from my sister inviting me to attend
Vahe Berberian’s one-man show titled
‘Sagayn’. At this point I knew very
little about Berberian; just the
occasional YouTube clip promoting
one of his plays or a friend mentioning
his name in passing. In spite of this, I
decided to attend the show and see
what all the excitement was about. At
the show, I was blown away with his
hilarious monologue. His fresh and
unique perspective on society, life, and
the Armenian community captivated
the sold-out audience and filled the
venue with laughter.
After the show, my curiosity led
me to find out more about Vahe and
his work. Thirty seconds and a Google
search later, I discovered the diverse
artistic talents of Vahe Berberian. To
my amazement, his monologues are
only the tip of the iceberg when it
comes to the diverse mediums that he
expresses himself in. He is also an
accomplished painter, writer, director,
and actor. His paintings have been
displayed in international art
exhibitions, he has directed and
produced numerous plays, published
several books, written screenplays,
acted in movies, and performed in
theatre. Berberian’s paintings are
sought after by notable collectors in
the art community. In addition, his art
has been featured in blockbuster
Hollywood films such as I Am Legend,
Oceans 13, and Spiderman.
Born in Beirut, Lebanon, Vahe
grew up in the coastal Mediterranean
city and spent the majority of his
childhood and teenage years reading
books. “The love of books is a major
facet in the formation of my
character,” says Berberian. “I was very
lucky to grow up in a house that was
full of books. We literally had
thousands of books in our home.”
While growing up in Lebanon,
Berberian began to participate in the
local theater and became the youngest
member of the theater company.
“Everything that I loved: I loved
painting, I loved writing, I loved acting,

I loved music, and everything else that
I loved about art I found in the
theater.”
He continued to hone his talents
while living in Lebanon. However, with
the politically sensitive environment of
the Lebanese Civil War, he also became
interested in politics and was an active
member of the AYF. “I was very
involved in the Armenian community
in Lebanon,” remembers Berberian.
“In hindsight you might see a duality
in this because how can one be a
‘flower child’ and care so deeply about
politics. However, there was not
dichotomy there. I was a hippy, but I
was very much interested with the
politics of it all.”
Reflecting upon his activities as a
youth, Berberian elaborates, “I was
writing songs, I was painting, but at the
same time was very much involved in
politics—especially leftist politics. I was
a devout socialist. I had read a lot of
socialist literature, and also I would read
literature regarding Armenian politics
and the Armenian armed resistance. “
At the age of 17, Vahe left Lebanon
and travelled among communities in
Europe. “I think in a lot of ways I
discovered myself while I was
traveling,” he explains. “It’s funny how
you discover your identity when you
are away from your immediate
surroundings.” After briefly returning
to Lebanon, however, due to the Civil
War, he decided to move to Canada
and eventually settled in Los Angeles,
where he reunited with his theater
colleagues and continued his
education.
I had the opportunity to personally
meet with Berberian at his studio to
acquire a firsthand knowledge about
his life and work. While I was in the
studio, I was overwhelmed by the
setting. Surrounded by paintings, art
supplies, musical instruments, books,
and murals, the space had a very
enchanting atmosphere. As I absorbed
all the art that was around me, I began
to wonder where Berberian’s
inspiration comes from.
“My inspiration comes from three
things,” he replied. “First of all, people;
interesting and lucid people inspire

me. Second is my surrounding. I feel
very much attached to my lifestyle and
the way I live. For me, my immediate
surroundings are almost part of my art.
Finally, art itself—as in literature,
music, and good theatre. All these
things have a profound influence on
my art.”
Berberian went on to comment that
as a result of being an active member of
the Armenian community, his Armenian
heritage has had a heavy influence on his
art. He insists that, “The source of all evil
and wrongdoing can be traced back to
insecurity. Therefore, being secure with
your national identity is a tremendously

IN HINDSIGHT YOU
“MIGHT
SEE A DUALITY

IN THIS BECAUSE
HOW CAN ONE BE A
‘FLOWER CHILD’ AND
CARE SO DEEPLY
ABOUT POLITICS.
HOWEVER, THERE WAS
NOT DICHOTOMY
THERE. I WAS A HIPPY,
BUT I WAS VERY MUCH
INTERESTED WITH THE
POLITICS OF IT ALL.

”

important part of who you are as an
artist.”
Although Berberian creates art in
many different mediums, he does not
prefer one over the other. “At certain
times I prefer one thing and at other times
I prefer something else,” he explains. “It
all depends on timing. It is almost like I
have all these children that I love equally.
However, if asked which one you like
most, I answer the one that behaves.”
I could not help but notice certain
common motifs in Berberian’s art. For
example, several of his paintings feature
fish and wheels. I wondered if these
motifs represented a certain message
that he was trying to project through his
art. However, I learned that this was not
the case. Berberian’s use of different
motifs in his art is based on aesthetics.

“As far as my painting goes, I do not
use symbolism at all,” said Berberian.
“Whatever I use in my painting, I use it
as a form by itself. Even when I use
letters and words, I use them for their
shape and not so much what they mean.
If I wanted to say something specific, I
would write it or use it in one of my
monologues. The reason why I paint is
because there are certain layers in my
insight that cannot be expressed in any
other way other than painting.”
Berberian’s art has gone through
multiple stages. Initially, he started
his career with an abstract style. He
then transitioned to more figurative
work, though, gradually transitioned
back into the world of abstract art.
Today, he considers himself as more
of a minimalist and has been able to
sustain a living as a full-time artist—a
feat that is rarely accomplished in the
art world.
“I consider myself very lucky for
two reasons,” he points out. “The
number one reason is the fact that I
can live off my art. And number two,
which is very important, when I was
growing up, I thought of a successful
artist as someone who would paint
these incredible paintings and die of
starvation. People would then
discover his amazing work and say
wow he was good, we have starved
another one. I had a very romantic
notion of a successful artist. I could
never really imagine that an artist
could become successful and actually
enjoy the fruits of his labor.”
Reflecting upon his current
career, however, he notes, “Now, with
acknowledgment—I don’t like the
word
success—but
with
acknowledgment comes a sense of
security. And with this security, your
work as an artist becomes more raw
and more honest because you are no
longer worried about selling your
work or making it more presentable.
Therefore, your work becomes more
real and that is very, very important
to me and how I approach my work.”
For more information about Vahe
Berberian and his art, visit his official
website:
vaheberberian.com.
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THE
KURDISH
STRUGGLE
AGAINST
GENOCIDE

By
Allen
Yekikan

The Turkish constitution
does not recognize Kurds in
Turkey, and so often labels them
as terrorists—using them as a
convenient scapegoat for
military uprisings and other
political issues. In Turkey
“terrorist” is synonymous with
Kurd. Turkey frequently argues
that the Kurdistan Workers’
Party, is a terrorist organization
and
thus
all
Kurdish
organizations face the threat of
being banned for their real or
imagined ties to the PKK.
In 1999, the death toll of
Kurds killed in Turkish military
operations increased to over
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40,000. According to the figures
published by Turkey’s own
Parliament, 6,000 Kurdish villages
were systematically evacuated of all
inhabitants and 3,000,000 Kurds
have been displaced.
The systematic military
campaign against them was nothing
short of the elimination of a people,
a culture and a homeland. The
oppression of Kurdish people
within Turkey can be defined as
genocide in various ways; cultural,
linguistic and physical factors all
play a part in the cleansing of the
Kurdish ethnicity from Turkey
itself, and are still embraced by the
Turkish constitution.

To date, however, Turkey denies
these genocidal campaigns. Below are
some of the voices of Kurds
themselves, as they struggle to bring
the world’s attention to their plight
and draw parallels between their
suffering and that of the Armenians.
Ocalan Says Kurdish Struggle is
Against Genocide
Kurdish leader Abdullah Ocalan,
under detention in Italy in December
of 1998, defended his cause as a
struggle against genocide. The
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
which he founded in 1978, has fought
for nearly three decades for self-rule
in southeast Turkey, where they make
up the majority. “Despite the history
of the Kurdish people which goes back
more than 2,500 years–the Republic
of Turkey continues to deny the
existence of this people or its identity–
language and culture,” Ocalan said.
In a 1998 letter directed to the
President of Armenia, Ocalan
welcomed the Belgian Senate’s
passage of a resolution recognizing
“the reality of the Armenian
holocaust” and stated, “Let us recall
Hitler’s response to a critic of the ‘final
solution’ of the Jewish problem: ‘Who
complained about the Armenians?’”
Kurdish Parliament in Exile
Recognizes Genocide
On the 82nd anniversary of the
Armenian Genocide, in 1997, the
Brussels-based Kurdish Parliament in
Exile passed a resolution recognizing
and marking the Armenian Genocide.
The resolution, signed by the
parliament’s chairman, Zubeyir
Aydar, condemned the Genocide and
acknowledged
the
Ottoman
government and their Hamidiye

collaborators—formed by some
Kurdish tribes—for the crime against
humanity.
“The Turkish State regime–from
history to our days–has worked
against the peoples–as if a guilty
party–and with her committed
genocides has changed the
demographics of Anatolia causing
the demise of many cultures and
civilizations,” the resolution said.
“The same policies are being applied
in Kurdistan today. I call upon the
world public opinion to become
aware of this Turkish State policies
and vehemently oppose it.”
Turkish Policies Genocidal,
Says DTP
Ahmet Turk, the leader of the
pro-Kurdish Democratic Society
Party (DTP) in Turkey was
prosecuted in October of 2008 for

societal genocide” since the military
coup of 1980.
The speech came after days of
protests in south-eastern cities
where hundreds of Kurds were
arrested after clashes in various
towns in the pre-dominantly
Kurdish-populated south-east.
Saddam’s Destruction of the
Kurds
Between 1987-1988, Iraq’s deposed
dictator Saddam Hussein slaughtered
some 182,000 Kurdish civilians in
Northern Iraq, using artillery, air strikes,
death camps and poison gas attacks.
During his trial in late 2006, Hussein
legitimized the massacres in Anfal “as a
legitimate counter-insurgency operation
against Kurdish separatists at a time
when Iraq was at war with Iran,” much
like the manner in which Turkey seeks
to justify its Genocide of Armenians.

A Kurdish woman stands trial in Diyarbakir, 1991.

denouncing the government’s policy
regarding the Kurds as “cultural and
societal genocide.” Speaking to
supporters in the south-eastern city
of Diyarbakir, Turk said the Kurds
had suffered under “cultural and

Panel Discusses Relations
Between Turks, Kurds, and
Armenians
On April 20, 2009 a panel
comprised of Armenian, Turkish,
and Kurdish scholars came together

Kurdish children look on as a
Turkish soldier patrols
their community

in Massachusetts to discuss the
uneven relations between Turks,
Kurds, and Armenians under
Ottoman Rule. The panel dove deep
into the nuances of the Armenian
Genocide, presenting the gamut of
issues connected to it, from the role
of Kurdish chieftains in the
execution of the crime, to the open
possibilities for reconciliation
between Kurds and Armenians
based on a shared experience of
oppression under Turkish rule.
“Kurdish-Armenian dialogue carries
a very promising potential for
reconciliation that is very much open
to the issues of truth-seeking and
justice, which are often absent in
Turkish-Armenian dialogue,” said
one panelist, Dr. Bilgin Ayata from
Johns Hopkins University.
Turkish Assault on the PKK
Turkish warplanes have been
bombing PKK installations in
Northern Iraq since early 2008,
when Turkey officially launched a
ground incursion into northern Iraq,
sending 10,000 troops across the
border supported by air assets to
neutralize PKK bases from which
attacks against the Turkish military
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were being mounted. Since they first began as small-scale
cross border incursions in late 2007, these attacks have
led to the deaths of thousands of Kurds, civilian and PKK
alike. The first modern incursion into Northern Iraq,
however, was launched in 1983 and has continued
sporadically since.
Armenian Apology Causes Brawl in Turkish
Parliament
On December 30, 2008, Turkey’s only pro-Kurdish
political party, the Democratic Society Party (DTP)
apologized to the Armenians and Assyrians for the 1915
Genocide. “Sensing the pain of the events in our hearts, we
feel that we need to apologize,” it’s leader, Ahmet Turk said.
“We are ashamed when we look at our Armenian or Assyrian
brothers.”
That same day, a member of the DTP requested in
parliament that the Turkish legislature apologize to
Armenians for the “events of 1915,” which he described using

A Kurdish supporter
of the DTP flashes
the peace sign
during a Newroz
celebration in
Diyarbakir, 2009.
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the Kurdish word for Genocide. His remarks caused an
uproar, with members from the Republican People’s Party
and Justice and Development Party hurling personal insults
at Kurdish deputy for “insulting the society in which you
live.”
“We remember, We Share Your Grief”
On April 24, 2009, “Gunluk,” the Kurds’ only Kurdishlanguage newspaper in Turkey, featured a large headline
above its logo that read: “We remember, we share your grief,”
in Armenian with Armenian lettering.
Gunluk was the only paper in Turkey to commemorate
the genocide victims—not with a few words, but by
dedicating the entire issue to the genocide. On that same
day, the Human Rights Association of Turkey organized a
commemoration calling for the truth to be revealed that a
genocide was committed here in this country in 1915.
Although a number of Turkish media outlets were present,
none but Gunluk covered the event.

ANCA Opens its Doors to Kurdish
American Youth Activists
In the Fall of 2008, a special all-day workshop for young Kurdish
American activists was held at the headquarters of the Armenian
National Committee of America (ANCA) in Washington, DC. Young
advocates for the Kurdish Cause from such organizations as the
Kurdish American Youth Organization (KAYO), Kurdish Human
Rights Watch, and the Kurdish Youth club came from various cities
across the United States for the day long advocacy training.
The gathering served as another instance of the ANCA’s
ongoing commitment to reach out beyond the Armenian American
community and find common cause with others struggles for basic
human rights. Whether it be fighting to end the genocide in Darfur,
promoting public service in American society at large, or allying
with Greeks, Kurds, and others who have faced the brutality of the
Turkish state, the ANCA has repeatedly proven itself prepared to
extend a hand of solidarity to movements for social justice.
Welcoming remarks and the opening workshop was delivered
by Aram Hamparian, Executive Director of the ANCA. Tying in the
experiences of Armenians and other human rights struggles,
Hamparian emphasized the importance of grassroots organizing as
the key ingredient for making your voice heard in the American
political process. “You can’t outsource the Kurdish Cause,” insisted
Hamparian, noting how effective advocacy must be rooted in the
community and centered around principles of authenticity, devotion,
and intelligent action.
Delving into the nuts and bolts of everyday advocacy work was
the ANCA’s government affairs staff. They focused on how to best
craft a message when dealing with elected officials and public
representatives. In addition to offering various insights, they also
discussed how to research information on members of Congress and
track the activities of lobbying firms working for the government of
Turkey.
Turning to the arena of media was the next presenter, ANCA
Communications Director Elizabeth Chouldjian, who expanded upon
the points raised about messaging in the previous presentations and
focused on the basics of media outreach. Her workshop gave special

attention to the issue of utilizing technology and mediums such as
the internet as part of an effective, overall grassroots strategy.
Finally, a power point presentation on how to empower youth
was offered by Serouj Aprahamian, the then Director of the ANCA’s
Capital Gateway Program. After first enumerating the many reasons
why youth play a critical role in successful community activism,
Aprahamian discussed some of the strategies for educating youth
and engaging them as active participants in the political process.
After the presentations, an open discussion ensued in which
the Kurdish activists reflected upon some of the challenges facing
their community. In addition to expressing their views about the
apparent obstacles that stand in their way, they applied some of the
themes discussed during the workshop and suggested numerous ideas
for how to overcome them.
The young Kurdish activists were clearly inspired by the
presentations and the willingness of the ANCA to open its doors to
them. Admiration of the Armenian community’s many achievements

Yuri Patrikeyev
Wrestling

in the area of advocacy and organization was repeatedly
mentioned by the audience. Many insisted that the work of the
Armenian community and the ANCA in particular, serves as a
benchmark for their own aspirations.
Similarities between the Kurdish and Armenian people were
also discussed by participants throughout the day, both in terms
of cultural traditions and oppression faced at the hands of Turkey.
“I am glad to see both our people put their resources together to
fight for our rights and the injustices that have been committed
against us by the Turks,” said one Kurdish attendee from southern
California. “I think having gatherings like this is a great way to
create a long lasting bond.”
Similar gatherings have gone on to be held with the ANCA
and coordination with the young Kurdish American activists has
continued into 2009.
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